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Creating BDNF & Growing Neurons 
Two Week Checklist (Start Date: _________ ) 

 
 M T W T F S S  M T W T F S S   

TO DO                  

PROTIEN AT 
BREAKFAST                  
PROTIEN AT   
LUNCH                  
PROTIEN AT  
DINNER                  
FISH OILS                  
TUMERIC                  
EXERCISE                  
SUNSHINE                  
BELLY BREATHING                  
MEDITATION & 
RELAXATION                  
LEARNING NEW 
SKILL OR HOBBY                  
REGULAR SLEEP     
OF 6 - 9 HOURS                  
STRESS 
MANAGEMENT                  
                       
                       
                      
TO AVOID                  
CAFFIENE                  
SUGAR                  
ALCOHOL                  
TOXINS                  
STRESS                  
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Creating BDNF & Growing Neurons 
    

Brain derived neurotropic factor (BDNF) is something we can all use more of. This 
particular chemical messenger is like a fertilizer in that it helps our brain to grow new 
neurons. Neurons are needed for the connections that occur in our brain. New neurons 
are essential for us to balance how relaxed or how activated we feel. 

There are many things we can do to create more BDNF in our brain and thereby grow 
more neurons. For instance, (1) getting 6 to 9 hours of sleep every night in a regular 
routine, not less and not too much more; (2) eating healthy balanced meals high in 
protein; (3) exercising each day; and (4) getting sunshine.  

In addition, the following are also very helpful: (5) adding into your diet both fish oils 
and turmeric, both of which have been shown to increase the BDNF in the brain; and 
(6) finding ways to relax and calm the nervous system such as relaxation exercises, 
belly breathing, and different forms of meditation. 

In addition to doing the things that increase our BDNF, we can also benefit from 
avoiding the things that decrease our BDNF. The most important of these is stress, 
therefore learning how to respond to stressful situations is one of the best things we 
can do for ourselves. Psychotherapy is one of the things that can assist us in doing 
this. In our work together, we will discover what might be stressful for you and what 
might be helpful in further reducing your levels of stress. 

There are a few other items that you might want to also avoid: sugar, caffeine, alcohol, 
and toxins in your environment (chemicals, air pollution, EMFs, etc). All of these 
substances have been shown to reduce the amount of BDNF in the brain.  

Lastly, we know that intellectual stimulation or learning something you are interested in 
also stimulates BDNF. Be sure to find a hobby or passion that you can explore. 

This chart is designed to remind you of the above and assist you in incorporating these 
new habits into your daily routine. It allows you to keep track of how many of the BDNF 
elements you are able to include each day and those that you are able to avoid.  

At the end of each week you can add up the totals and see how you are doing. You 
can compare this information to how you are feeling each week and see for yourself 
how these habits improve your ability to sleep, concentrate, study, as well as feel more 
relaxed and/or energized.  

I look forward to hearing your feedback on how this program works for you… 

 

   


